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FRANK PENDORF - NEW LEADER OF PROJECT
MANAGEMENT AT THE ROSA-ALSCHER GROUP
For several decades, the Rosa-Alscher
Group has been realizing aesthetically
appealing landmark architectural projects
in Munich. The latest example is the future
center of the urban quarter Freiham Nord
– Europe’s currently largest urban development project. The company stands for
highest construction quality, exceptional
aesthetics, functionality at the highest level
and outstanding investment values. For
the fields of project development, planning
and architecture, the Rosa-Alscher Group has created several business units that work closely together in
realizing their vision of a developed urban landscape. As the team continues to grow, it is being extended
and improved to reach perfection.

The Rosa-Alscher Group is proud to have been able to win Frank Pendorf, a skilled expert in his field, to take
on new challenges. From December 1, 2020, the graduate engineer (Diplom-Ingenieur) and architect will be
responsible for leading the project management team at Münchener Grundbesitz und Development GmbH.
His tasks will include owner representation and project management.

Frank Pendorf has 33 years of experience in real estate. His skills lie in the fields of project development,
project control, technical project management, owner representation, implementation of plan B procedures
and in architecture.

Born in Hamburg in 1962, Frank Pendorf studied architecture at the university of applied sciences in Lübeck.
Since 1986, he has worked for several well-known Munich architects, SANA Kliniken and HOCHTIEF Development Czech Republic.
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Frank Pendorf’s last position was at Accumulata Real Estate / Accumulata Immobilien Development in Munich as authorized representative, owners’ representative and senior project manager. For large Munich projects such as the realization of the urban development project in Obersendling, the administrative buildings
in Domagkstrasse and Elsenheimerstrasse, Frank Pendorf was responsible for a wide scope of services
ranging from purchase of the land to project management and support services for tenants.

As a father of two grown-up children, he knows exactly what he wants from his new position: “The RosaAlscher Group always has big plans. And I am looking forward to using my enthusiasm, my experience and
my professional expertise on projects that aim at writing history in the Munich real estate sector.”

About the ROSA-ALSCHER Group:
The Rosa-Alscher Group has been realizing landmark architectural projects in Munich‘s cityscape for decades.
The superior quality of construction creates real estate properties and investment values that are aesthetically
appealing as well as functional and cost-effective. Planning entails highest precision for the affiliated offices
SAM Architekten and SAM Plantech. From first drafts to detailed construction plans. Design and development
is the second-most important pillar in the Rosa-Alscher Group: From acquisition of the plot of land to the handover of the sustainable, profitable real estate property, the projects are managed with passion and expertise.
Realizing visions - that is what Alexander Rosa-Alscher achieves with his Group that is involved in all stages of
construction of a building: Due to the company structure, all planning services can be offered single source,
creating distinguishing architecture for the city.
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